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Grand

-

Adjective; "magnificent and imposing
in appearance, size or style"

Most people throughout the world are of the opinion that when it comes to pianos, the grand
piano is the ultimate instrument. You might point to the higher price tag, or that your favorite
artists all perform on grand pianos, or that everyone wants one. However, what is it that sets a
grand piano far apart from an upright or digital piano?
If you already have your heart set on a grand piano and you’ve moved into the shopping
phase, then you are faced with a more diﬃcult question. Which grand piano should I buy?
Although there are many grand pianos brands and models out there, there is one name that is
an overwhelming favorite. It’s on more concert stages and recording studios than all other
brands combined. It’s the piano of choice for Alicia Keys, Coldplay, John Legend, Norah Jones,
Paul McCartney, Elton John, Chick Corea, Frederick Chiu and most other big name piano driven
artists. This brand is the most sought after grand piano in the world on the pre-owned market
and therefore has a very high resale value even decades down the road. It’s the #1 piano in the
world recommended by technicians and piano teachers and they build about a dozen models
and sizes so you don’t need to be wealthy to own one. These are just a few of the reasons why
we are such fans of the world famous Yamaha Grand Pianos.
If you need further advice about new pianos vs used pianos including sizes, brands, colors,
etc., Josh said you could literally call him on his cell at 480-250-5939 . He loves talking about
pianos and would be happy to help you.
A well made grand piano can do things that no other musical instrument on earth can do.
Although, if you need to keep your price down in a lower budget, a high quality new upright
piano will outperform some used low to mid quality grands and even some of the brand new
Chinese made grand pianos on today’s market in terms of performance and tone. All things
being equal, there’s nothing that can match the majesty of the grand piano. In this article, I will
carefully lay out 5 important reasons to buy a high quality grand piano.
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Touch

2

Sound

The number one feature or asset that people look for when shopping for a grand piano is the touch or
what’s more appropriately called key action. An ultra responsive action allows the player to fully express
themselves musically in the best possible way without being hindered by sluggish, unbalanced or loose
keys. According to the Piano Technicians Guild, a grand piano has over 12,000 parts and 9,000 of those
parts have to do with the piano’s key action. These parts require adjustments to critical tolerances in
order to give you a balanced feel.

The sound of a grand piano can be truly magniﬁcent. Powerful enough to project whisper quiet
notes or booming bass notes throughout the expanse of a concert hall. Dynamic range isn’t
everything though. You can reproduce a bad sounding instrument through a high end stereo system
at full blast and it will still hurt your ears. However, when you hear Alicia Keys playing a Yamaha
grand through a high end sound system, the result can be magical. The point is, all grand pianos
sound loud, but only a quality grand will oﬀer a rich, pure, pleasing tone.

On an upright piano, the hammer moves in a horizontal motion to strike the strings and uses springs to
bring the hammer back to a resting position. On a grand, the hammers strike the strings vertically and the
components move up and down, using gravity to reset them to the resting position.

There are a lot of factors involved in producing a great tone, but one of the reasons a grand piano
sounds so good is the shape of the cabinet. When the string is struck, the resulting sound escapes
out of all sides of the piano. This is unlike an upright where the sound is trapped in the cabinet and
released out of the back of the piano which is usually up against a wall. The layout of a grand piano
creates a sort of surround sound eﬀect and allows you to hear more of the nuances and
complexities of the sound with a lot of clarity.

So, by design, the grand piano action is more balanced, more controllable and repeats quicker than an
upright action. Whether you are playing a beginner or an advanced piece of music, the grand piano
action will accommodate and work with the player and not against them. This will allow you to learn and
improve your technique so that your music will be as expressive as possible. A nice piano action should
produce the same sensation you get when depressing the pedal on a high end sports car. It moves and
responds exactly the way you want it to.
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Beauty

Depending on the size of the piano, the string length and the total square inches of soundboard
space is often greater than all but the tallest of uprights. The longer strings and bigger soundboard
produce a very wide dynamic range from fortissimo (really loud) to pianissimo (really soft). A wide
dynamic range will allow the player to really bring out the emotion of the piece and perform it with
the expression intended by the original artist. It also means that you don’t have to work very hard to
make melody notes sing.

There’s only one person that can comment on how a piano feels to the touch and that’s the piano player. When it comes to the sound, many people can intuit whether an instrument sounds good or not so good.
When it comes to the look of a grand piano, though, everyone can agree that it’s a fantastic piece of furniture in the right room. Try and picture the image of the room above without the piano in it. The piano makes
the room. From a decor perspective, a grand piano can be the anchor piece of the entire house. They simply look amazing and can transform a semi empty room to everyone’s favorite room in the house.
I encounter many families looking for a piano and people are often bashful to admit that they are just as excited about the look of the instrument as they are about the performance. I tell them that they should be
just as excited about the way it looks. You are going to look at it 95% of the time and play it the other 5%, so the color and size of the piano are really important factors when selecting a grand piano.
The most popular cabinet types are traditional spade legs, French Provincial or Queen Anne legs, and Empire legs which are often round and ﬂuted. Sometimes you will ﬁnd custom inlay or overlayed wood on the
music desk or the rim. When it comes to ﬁnishes, you will come across a lot of ebony polish, ebony satin, red or brown mahoganies, walnut, white and oak. Polished ebony ﬁnishes outsell all other colors combined
because they ﬁt nicely in almost any decor and the color is reminiscent of most of the grand pianos you see on the concert stage giving you an added element of nostalgia.
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Investment

If you purchase a higher quality piano, whether it’s new or used, it will last you the rest of your life if it’s
well maintained and can be passed down to the next generation of players in your family. New pianos,
like cars, depreciate considerably the day you take delivery. However, you will buy 7-10 cars for every
piano you buy, so don’t hesitate to buy a new piano if you like new things and you like the idea of a
manufacturer warranty. Given the long shelf life, purchasing a piano is much more akin to buying a
house than it is a car.
If you anticipate selling your piano in a few years, it might be a better investment to buy pre owned, but
for everyone else, I would recommend buying the best piano you can ﬁt and aﬀord regardless of
whether it’s new or used.
The most sought after used grands on the market are Kawai, Yamaha, Baldwin and Steinway. You will
often see 30-40 year old Yamaha grands on a dealer showroom which are priced from $6,000 to
$10,000, which is most likely the same price the original owner paid.
If you are in the $6,000 to $10,000 range and you want a new piano, most dealerships oﬀer brand new
mass produced Chinese products such as Samick, Weber, Young Chang, Pearl River, Essex, Hallet Davis,
Kohler & Campbell and Hailun. Although the quality of Chinese pianos have improved over the years, you
will not ﬁnd those pianos being resold 30-40 years from now for what they originally sold for. You may
be hard pressed to even spot one at a dealership because they are nearing the end of their shelf life and
often have little resale value at that point. They are a dime a dozen on Craigslist though.
So, yes a brand new Yamaha grand might cost you double what a new Korean or Chinese piano costs,
but if you’re planning on keeping it for a long time and reselling it at some point, the higher quality piano
is a much much better investment. Quality pianos are also more enjoyable to play, have fewer technical
problems in the future due to their superior design and give the owner a sense of pride to have a top tier
brand as part of the family valuables.
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Player Piano Options

Most people love piano music and especially live piano music. A player system will allow you to invite
the world’s best piano players to sit down at your grand and provide great entertainment during
house parties, while you’re having a nice dinner, or when you are by yourself reading a good book.
Player pianos have been around for a long time. They’ve progressed from rolls, to tapes, to ﬂoppy
drives, to cd’s and ﬁnally to wiﬁ based systems that can be controlled remotely through your smart
device.
The catalog of music available spans all genres and Yamaha's Disklavier models even oﬀers 24x7
streaming radio so you can tap into the entire catalog on a subscription based oﬀering without
having to purchase individual songs or albums. Many of the modern systems even oﬀer features that
will allow you to record yourself, export your own music via USB and silent play which allows you to
ﬂip a switch and play your piano through headphones without bothering anyone else in the house
by repetitious practice.
I don’t recommend adding a player system to an upright piano. A player system on an upright piano
is kind of like the kid in high school who added a $4,000 stereo system to his $3,000 car. It might be
tempting, but you are better oﬀ trading in your upright and getting a player grand piano if you can
aﬀord it.
The dominant player systems on the market are the Yamaha Disklavier, QRS, and Piano Disc. The
Disklavier is the only player piano of the three which is designed from the ground up to be a player
piano with all of the assembly and installation happening at the factory. All other player systems
require aftermarket installations.
So, if you are after the best touch, tone, looks, investment and are interested in player piano options,
you should consider a nice grand piano.

